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Challenges in Life Science Mass Spectrometry 

Complex Structures 
in Complex Matrices 

Small Sample 
Amounts 

Large Sample 
Numbers 

Low Concentration 

Thermo Scientific™ 
Orbitrap Fusion™ 

Tribrid™ MS 

Difficult to Operate 
Mass Spectrometers 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thermo Scientific Mass spectrometers are built to meet the greatest challenges in life science mass spectrometry, these include, but are not limited to the characterization of complex structures present in complex matrices (such as the identification and localization of labile post-translational modifications requiring electron transfer dissociation, or ETD).  Analysis of small sample amounts which heightens the requirement for sensitivity and dynamic range. Large sample numbers putting great importance on the system robustness and stability.  Low concentration requiring extreme sensitivity for detection and quantification.  And lastly, a more technical challenge rather than a biologically related challenge, the level of difficulty required to operate the mass spectrometer at a high level for a wide variety of sample types.  Earlier this year, at ASMS in Minneapolis, we introduced the Orbitrap Fusion.  The development of this instrument had the goal of meeting and excelling at all of these challenges. 
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Revolutionary 
Architecture 

Intuitive, 
easy to use 
Software 

Three high 
performance  
Analyzers  

Dynamic Scan 
Management 
for operational  

efficiency 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To do this, we have re-thought every aspect of our instrument design and realized that in order to truly move the needle. To make a breakthrough in performance.  To impact the daily lives of the scientific community, we needed to look at BOTH Performance and Usability.   We needed to increase performance such that the systems were faster, more sensitive, more robust, AND at the same time, we need to make the mass spectrometer even easier to use…  Make the equipment itself even smarter…  So that every user could get the benefit of this amazing performance without sacrificing the time required to work on their own research…..We have developed a revolutionary architecture which is a ground up redesign of hardware and software to power the complex mass spectrometer which has three high performance analyzers, the quadrupole, the ion trap, and the Orbitrap, along with three different fragmentation techniques, CID, HCD, and ETD.With such flexibility of operation, we needed to build instrument control software that was intuitive and easy to use while maintaining all the flexibility desired by its users– enabling complex MS experiments with minimal effort.   With the instrument operating on all new code, we were able to build in what we refer to as “Dynamic Scan Management” – this describes the way the instrument executes your designed methods in a manner that is intelligent – you are able to make decisions on the fly that could not be done previously and I will talk more about this in detail today.   
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Orbitrap Fusion 

New Architecture  
for Speed and Versatility 
 

• T-configuration 

• Dynamic scan management 

• Event multitasking 

• Event pipelining  

• >2X improvement in scan rate 

• Novel ETD implementation 

Orbitrap Fusion Tribrid Mass Spectrometer 

Tribrid (trī-brǝd) n. three Mass 
Analyzers working together to 
produce unmatched analytical results  

1 

2 

3 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The new instrument, Orbitrap Fusion MS, is built for Speed and Versatility.    It features a novel T-configuration where all ions come through the quadrupole and can either be transferred directly to the Orbitrap or Ion trap which allows for scan event multitasking, where several scan events are cooccuring such as detection of ions in both detectors simultaneously, as well as scan event pipelining.   These two process are concurrent and powered by the Dynamic Scan Management which leads to the doubling of the effective MS/MS scan rate without sacrificing sensitivity. This T-configuration also allows for new ion manipulations in time and space, leading to novel mass spec experiments.In addition to the improved architecture which lead to the increased scan rate, Orbitrap Fusion also has a novel ETD source which has both improvements in robustness and usability – Rosa and I will both be discussing these improvements in great detail today. 
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Orbitrap Fusion Tribrid Mass Spectrometer 

Unmatched Analytical 
Performance 
450,000 resolution to remove spectral 
interferences 

CID/HCD/ETD detected by the Ion Trap 
or Orbitrap detector at any level of MSn 
for maximum experimental flexibility 

Powered by the new Dynamic Scan 
Management architecture that ensures 
efficient operation of the mass 
spectrometer 

Scan rate OTMS2 15 Hz 

Scan rate ITMS2 20 Hz 

Max resolution  450K at m/z 195 

Quad isolation down to 0.4 amu 

Ion trap isolation  down to 0.2 amu 

Mass Accuracy  3 ppm ext, 1 ppm int 

Dissociation CID, HCD, ETD 

MSn Up to MS10 in ion trap or Orbitrap 

Analyzers Q, OTMS, ITMS 

Detectors Ion Trap, Orbitrap 

Compact  1186 x 674 x 650 mm (w, d, h) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To give an overview on the capabilities of the Orbitrap Fusion …
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Reduced noise and 
increased robustness 
Active beam guide 
prevents neutrals from 
entering the quadrupole 
and improves 
robustness. 

Compact ETD source uses 
Townsend discharge, making it 
more reliable and easier to use. 

Excellent sensitivity and selectivity 
Quadrupole precursor selection at 
isolation widths down to 0.4 amu 
improves sensitivity and selectivity. 

Maximum throughput by 
massive parallelization 
Ion-routing multipole 
facilitates parallel analysis 
and performs HCD at any 
fragmentation stage. 

MSn and sensitive mass analysis 
Dual-pressure linear ion trap 
provides MSn CID and ETD 

fragmentation and fast, sensitive 
mass analysis. 

Unsurpassed resolution and speed 
Ultra-high-field Orbitrap mass analyzer 

offers resolution exceeding 450,000 and  
scan speeds up to 15 Hz. 

Active beam 
guide (ABG) 

Ultra-high-field  
Orbitrap mass analyzer 

Dual-pressure  
linear ion trap 

Ion-routing multipole 

Quadrupole mass filter 

EASY-ETD ion source 

Orbitrap Fusion Tribrid Mass Spectrometer 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lets talk about the instrument architecture.  It has 3 mass analyzers and 2 detectors.  It also has two ion sources built in.  One for the main ion stream, and a second internal ion source for Electron transfer dissociation and a new breakthrough feature called internal calibration. ***See details of each component in slide
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Reagent/Internal Calibrant Source 

Tube lens is replaced with 
discharge ion source 

Before Now 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The new Reagent Ion source generates the ions used for both electron transfer dissociation as well as for internal calibration.  For the internal calibration feature of Orbitrap Fusion, the reagent source introduces a reference peak of known mass within the Orbitrap spectra for which lock mass calibration is done. With this internal calibrant source, any Orbitrap spectrum, no matter what level of MS can be calibrated to less than 1 ppm.All ion optics are the same for a system with ETD or IC relative to the standard system with the only difference being that the tube lens is replaced for the ETD/IC source which includes the discharge source, the reagent ion volume, and heater. An additional probe delivers the reagent gas, discharge high voltage and heater current to the reagent ion source, although they are not shown here.
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Discharge Ion Source Detail 

Reagent 
Entry Aperture 

Electron 
Entry Aperture 

Anion 
Exit Aperture 

Ion Axis 

Unique to Orbitrap 
Fusion MS 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Reagent anions or internal calibrant species are entrained directly into the normal flow. Discharge typically operates at about 5 uA, and a few Torr of pressure. This discharge is pulsed to increase source lifetime. 
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Compact Townsend Discharge 
Ionization,  

No Filament 

Stable Reagent  
Ion Flux 

Novel Reagent Source: ETD or Internal Calibration 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Under normal operation the source will last well in excess of 6 months of usage.  This is an example where the reagent ion intensity was tracked with constant operation for over five months showing incredibly stable reagent intensity over this period.  In fact, my personal system has had the ETD source on since August of 2012 and the intensity remains the same to this day.  So the main take home from a hardware aspect is that the new EASY-ETD source is compact, no longer has a filament and instead uses townsend discharge ionization and has incredibly stable reagent ion flux for a long period of time.
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Ion Routing  
Multipole 

C-Trap 

Ion Trap 

HPC 

LPC 

ABG 
Q1 

Full Orbitrap MS scan 

1st parent ion isolation in Q1 

Orbitrap Analyzer 

1st parent: ETD dissociation 

Full Orbitrap MS scan 

1st parent trapped in the ion trap 

Injection of ETD reagent 

m/z 

Full FTMS Scan 
m/z 

1st MS2 ETD Scan Data Dependent Experiment: OTMS> ETD ITMS2 

EASY-ETD  
Source 

Electron Transfer Dissociation 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ETD, as many of you know, is a method of fragmenting ions in a mass spectrometer.  It induces fragmentation of cations (commonly peptides or proteins) by transferring electrons to them. Electrons are transferred via an ion-ion reaction between the peptide cation and the radical reagent anion. This occurs within the high pressure cell of the dual pressure linear ion trap.  ***animation cannot be seen in .pdf
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EASY-ETD Is Robust And Easy To Use 

User input for ETD 
parameters is NOT required! 
 
ETD parameters are 
calibrated and stable! 

Calibrated ETD parameters Unique to Orbitrap 
Fusion MS 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We not only improved the hardware for ETD use, but we also made significant strides to make ETD as easy to use as CID and HCD fragmentation is with their normalized collision energy. When setting the parameters for ETD you can choose to simply use the calibrated charge dependent ETD parameters, this is an optimized charge dependent reaction time and target based on a calibration performed with angiotensin.  As flexibility is key to Orbitrap Fusion, you can still of course opt to define these parameters yourself. 
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Complex And Intelligent ETD Methods Are Built In 

Unique to Orbitrap 
Fusion MS 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have a brand new method editor that comes with all new conveniences such as a drag and drop interface and built in system templates that have been designed and tested by Thermo Scientists and leading collaborators.  Many complex and intelligent ETD methods are included in the new templates section including complex data-dependent decision tree methods and a glycopeptide method using HCD product ion triggered ETD which Rosa will discuss following my presentation.  You simply grab one of these prebuilt methods and drop it on the experiment pane, all of the optimized default  values come preset and you can modify these if you wish according to your experiment design. Of course, you can always easily build methods completely from scratch. In this example we are showing a data dependent decision tree method where some precursors are analyzed by ETD fragmentation and others are analyzed by CID fragmentation depending on the m/z and the charge each precursor.  
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Data-Dependent Decision Tree (DDDT) 

Charge state  

2 
All 
 
 
 

CID 

3 
<650 m/z 

 
 
 

ETD    CID 

4 
<900 m/z 

 
 
 
 

ETD    CID 

5 
<950 m/z 

 
 
 

ETD    CID 

>5 
All 
 
 
 

ETD 

Charge state and m/z-dependent MS2 fragmentation type 

Swaney DL, McAlister GC, Coon JJ. Nat Methods. 2008 Nov;5(11):959-64. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For those of you not familiar with data-dependent decision tree methods, this is a method developed by Danielle Swaney and Graeme McAlister in Josh Coon’s lab back in 2008 where optimized m/z ranges for specific charge states are routed to either CID and ETD fragmentation.  Optimal ETD fragmentation spectra result from ions with higher charge density, that is lower m/z and higher charge as shown here.   
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• On-the-fly selection of the ideal precursor for data-dependent analysis (i.e. 
Highest charge density for ETD fragmentation) 

• Excludes redundant scans on subsequent charge states 

Intelligent precursor priority 

Dynamic Scan Management: Smart Precursor Selection 

Unique to Orbitrap 
Fusion MS 

m/z 

Full FTMS Scan 

3+ 

2+ 

2+ 

3+ 

4+ 

300 400 500 600 700 

x 

x 

x 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Also new for Orbitrap Fusion is the ability to do smart precursor selection with intelligent precursor priority.  Rather than using the standard most intense ions as the priority for MS2 analysis, we can now choose from a variety of possibilities such as highest charge and lowest m/z.  This allows us to prefer the ions which are most likely to result in an identifiable ETD spectra.  Often many peptides are present in multiple charge states in a single full scan, we can also choose to only do one charge state per precursor to avoid reduntant identification and wasted analysis time when we could be analyzing otherwise unidentified species. Using this example mass spectrum, we can see how precursors are chosen in a standard method from most intense to least intense.  Using highest charge priority, we can see that precursors are chosen in a very different order starting from the 4+ species.  Finally, if we check to only do one charge state, we would simply do the 4 plus for the green precursor and the 3 plus for the red precursor and exclude the other ions related to these precursors. It’s really quite amazing how all of these decisions can be made on the fly using dynamic scan management. 
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Intelligent Precursor Priority with/without single charge state 

30% ETD identifications are 
 also identified by CID 

ETD success rate is extremely high:  
Only 25% of scans are ETD, however, 50% of IDs come from ETD spectra! 

Dynamic Scan Management: Smart Precursor Selection 

All ions 

CID 
  

ETD 

4889 4395 1371 

Only 0.01% ETD identifications are 
also identified by CID 

One charge state per precursor 

CID ETD 

6691 5846 

53 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To show how this smart precursor selection can affect results, I’ve analyzed a human cell line Lys C digest using the standard data dependent decision tree method  but preferring the highest charge.  You can see that 30 percent of the ETD identifications are also identified by CID.  It’s important to note that when sorting precursors appropriately, the success rate is extremely high!  In this example only 25% of the scans were ETD, however, they accounted for over 50% of the identifications.  Then when we checked the box to perform MS/MS on only one charge state per precursor, you can see it works extremely well, only 53 peptides  or less than 0.01 percent, were identified by both CID and ETD
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Dynamic Scan Management: Smart DDDT Methods 
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  Parallelization and smart precursor selection allows DDDT 
methods to perform extremely well for tryptic digests! 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now that we can choose precursors which are optimal for ETD and combined with the increased speed of Orbitrap Fusion, DDDT works extremely well even for tryptic digests.  This is an example of a phosphopeptide enrichment through a collaboration with Nevan Krogan and Jeff Johnson at UC San Francisco where the number of phosphopeptide identifications were determined using CID fragmentation alone or using the Data dependent decision tree method.  In some fractions, CID would perform better but in most fractions DDDT would outperform.  Overall, The DDDT method identified approximately fifteen percent more unique phosphopeptides than analysis by CID alone. 
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ETD Enables Localization of the Site of Modification 

394 

618 

CID DDDT (ETD/CID) 

Precise 
localization of 

modification site 
CID DDDT (ETD/CID) 

ETD 

CID 

ETD provides more useful fragments 

XCorr  
5.71 

XCorr  
2.64 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why would we prefer to use ETD, even if it was only able to identify equivalent number of phosphopeptides?  Because ETD enables localization of the site of modification more frequently due to the generation of more peptide backbone cleavages combined with the fact that ETD fragmentation preserves labile PTMs like phosphorylation and glycosylation. Here is a representative ETD and CID spectrum of the same peptide where there are 5 potential  phospho sites and the ETD spectrum confidently localizes the site of modification and this is not possible from the CID spectrum. Just to show we didn’t “cherry pick” an example where ETD is better than CID – the right panel shows an example of a fraction that had similar numbers of phosphopeptide identifications by both fragmentations, however, DDDT was able to confidently localize the site precisely in half again as many instances as CID. 
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Phosphopeptides: The Power of Multiple Dissociations 
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DDDT (HCD+ETD) Orbitrap Fusion MS 

Trypsin, 115 min gradient 

5700 (HCD) vs. 9940 (DDDT)  

HCD Only (Q Exactive MS) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Similar experiments were done by Erwin Schoof in Rune Linding’s lab at the technical university of denmark, This is a comparison of HCD versus data dependent decision tree on six strong cation exchange fractions where HCD fragmentation identified only approximatley 60% of the identifications by data dependent decision tree. These examples truly showcase the power of multiple dissociations.  So, this wraps up my section of the webinar detailing the hardware and some applications of these new features, now Rosa Viner will continue with the use of ETD to characterize glycopeptide samples on Orbitrap Fusion.  
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Outline – Glycopeptide Analysis on Orbitrap Fusion MS 

1.Challenges in the characterization of glycopeptides 
 

2.New capabilities of Orbitrap Fusion MS for glycoproteomics 
workflow 
 

3.Quantitative mapping of glycopeptides 
 

4.Confident glycan analysis  
 

5.Summary and conclusions 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
we are continuing to talk about PTM analysis on OT Fusion, glycosylation is another wide spread modification, according to literature from 40 to 50 % of all human proteins are glycosylated.Here’s the basic outline of today’s presentation: First I will  briefly cover a few of the difficulties associated with analysis of glycoproteins/ intact glycopeptides.   Then focus on new capabilities of Orbitrap Fusion for this workflow including novel approaches for glycopeptide quan Glycopeptide has two parts- peptide and glycan. We will discuss new workflows for glycomics. Finally, we will follow up with a summary.
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Challenges Associated with Glycopeptide Analysis 

 
 

 
More than one glycan 

attached at a single site. 
Can be up to 100 glycans. 

Difficult to detect by MS in 
the presence of  

non-glycopeptides 

Glycosylation profile and site occupancy cannot be predicted! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What are the challenges of Mass spectrometry or any other techniques for glycopeptide analysis?Of course the main one that protein Glycosylation profile and site occupancy can not be predicted More than one glycan attached at the single side. Heterogeneity of sugars suppress glycopeptide signal compared to non-modified peptide which makes it’s difficult to detect.
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Challenges Associated with Glycopeptide Analysis 

CAD 

Conventional CAD preferentially cleaves glycosidic bonds  
and peptide-glycan linkages 

No information about peptide sequence. 
 

No information about site of glycosylation. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Additionally , standard ESI fragmentation technique, CAD is not an effective fragmentation for dealing with intact glycopeptide at MS2 level.   In CID of glycopeptides as shown here, Preferential fragments are  from cleavages at glycosidic bonds and the bonds b/w the peptide and glycan. CAD fragmentation results in spectra dominated by sugar fragment ions .There is Little or no information from the peptide backbone, No glycosite identification.
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Challenges Associated with Glycopeptide Analysis 

Source: Sample courtesy Sergey Vakhrushev& Steve Levery, University of Copenhagen 
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[M+3H]3+. 

ETD 

HexNac-H20 

[M-3HexNac]2+ 

[M-HexNac]2+ 

[M-2HexNac]+ 

Multiple fragmentation 
techniques are required  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
That’s why additional  non-ergodic, non- energy dependent  MS2 fragmentation technique, such as ETD or ECD is required. If ETD or ECD are employed then even very labile PTM sites such as O-linked sugars could be  directly mapped as shown. HCD and CID are helpful for detection and glycan identification.
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Modes of MS Operation for Glycoproteomics 

 
Unique to Orbitrap 
Fusion MS 

FT ITMSn  (CID) 
General Glycan Sequencing 
 

FT ITMSn  (ETD) 
Glycopeptide Sequencing and 
Glycosite ID 
 

FT ITMSn (HCD) Sequencing 
General glycan and glycopeptides 

FT FTMS2 (HCD) pd-MS2 Any 
Dissociation 

Glycopeptide Detection  

FT FTMS2 (HCD) ITMS3 CID HCD 

Glycopeptide Sequencing using Y1 ion 

FT ITMS2 (ETD) SPS MS3 (HCD) 

TMT, iTRAQ Glycopeptide 
Quantification 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
OT Fusion with ETD offers multiple fragmentation techniques which could be mixed and matched in any combination as on all ion trap orbitrap hybrids instruments plus new capabilities due to its new method editor, flexible architecture and ion transfer paths1)  such as HCD MSn for sequencing2) extension for HCD pd workflow to any MS2 fragmentation3) glycopeptide quan using MS3 SPS methodOr MS3 sequencing using Y1 ionLet’s discuss these unique capabilities  in details
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Localization of the Glycosylation Site by ETD  

  
Challenges: 
 
• ETD performance decreases for ions with m/z >1000 

 
• N-linked glycopeptides are often beyond the range unless 

- the peptide backbone is short 
- asilylated glycan 

 

• ETD fragmentation efficiency is low 
 

• ETD is efficiency is sequence and charge dependent 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As I mentioned already, ETD is a must to have for glycosite localization. However performance of ETD is dependent upon several factors such as charge, m/z and sequence. Higher charge, smaller m/z precursors are better for ETD fragmentation,  that’s why it is very important to select precursors which are optimal. Intelligent precursor ion prioritization implemented on OT Fusion allows to do so.
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ETD: Intelligent Precursor Ion Prioritization  

 

460 

690 

968 Most Intense 

Highest Charge 
State/lowest m/z 

Orbitrap Elite MS Orbitrap Fusion MS 

+35% 

+210% 

SAX enriched TMT0 labeled 
human serum glycopeptides, 
2 hr LC run, C18, IT ETD 

Glycopeptide identification by ETD fragmentation:  
The value of choosing the right precursor 

n/a 

Unique to Orbitrap 
Fusion MS 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Human Serum glycopeptides enriched by SAX  were analylzed on OT Elite and Fusion using first high intensity precursor selection , only one option available on older generation instruments, in this case Fusion identified only 35% more glycopeptides, and with Intelligent Precursor Ion Prioritization ( selection highest charge, lowest m/z) x 2 more glycopeptides as compared to OT Elite. 
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HCDpdETD: “On the Fly” Glycopeptide Identification 

Hex   m/z 163.060 
HexNAc   m/z 204.087  
HexNAc fragment ions  m/z 138.055 
   m/z 168.065 
   m/z 186.076 
Hex-HexNAc  m/z 366.140 
 

ETD on  
5+ parent 

• Streamlines data analysis 
• Improves dynamic range and duty cycle 

Saba, J. et al, International Journal of Proteomics, 2012 

HCD 

5+ 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Glycopeptides are known for their micro and macro heterogeneity which makes it detection and analysis very difficult, that’s why it’s very important to optimize duty cycle for glycopeptide detection in order to identify as many glycoforms as possible in the single ms run.Few years ago we developed novel acquisition strategy for ion trap orbitrap hybrid instruments- HCDpdETD  for “on the fly” glycopeptide identification.It works as followFirst HCD scan performed and instrument software is checking if specific sugar oxonium ions/product ions specified in acquisition method are present. In example shown these ions shown as red are detectedIf product ions are detected then ETD MS2 scan for the same precursor  is triggeredIf there no product ions detected- then next HCD scan is performed.This strategy streamlines data analysis- all ETD spectra acquired are from glycopeptides and improves duty cycle.
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Ultimate in Flexibility: HCDpd“Any MS2” 

Source: Data courtesy Sz‐Wei Wu, Academia Sinica 
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Unique to Orbitrap 
Fusion MS 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Based on multiple requests we extended HCDpdETD method on Fusion to HCDpd any MS2 fragmentation as multiple types of fragmentations are provided different information for glycopeptide characterization.We start from HCD scan for selective triggerThen choices are CID for glycan sequencingETD for peptide sequencing, glycosite mappingHCD or CID spectra for Y1 detection  following by MS3 sequencing
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Glycopeptide Sequencing Using Y1 Ion 

Source: Data courtesy Sz‐Wei Wu, Academia Sinica 

MS1 

MS2 

HCDpdCID 
MS2 

Identify glycan 
composition and 

peptide mass (Y1)  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
How Y1 sequencing is performed on OT FusionPrecursor is selected and glycopeptide is detected by HCDpdCID( HCD) methodY1 ion or  in other words peptide + HexNac ion is identified by data analysis toolsThen second MS run – targeted MS3 HCD or CID of Y1 ions is performed and glycopeptide identified
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Quantitative Analysis of Glycopeptides is Challenging 

Source: Viner, R. et al J. Proteomics, 2009, 874-885. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The next question is whether or not identified glycopeptides can also be used for quantification. We often use TMT isobaric labels to improve quality of ETD spectra.Unfortunately, There are  limitations that exist when using  HCD or ETD for relative quantification of  such isobarically labeled peptides.In the case of ETD the reporter fragments are often uncharged  and can’t be detected as shown here. It discussed in details in reference cited. In case of HCD fragmentation- generation of reporter ions is limited as primary fragmentation occurs for glycosidic not peptide bonds for glycopeptides. How we can overcome these challenges?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Orbitrap Fusion offers a unique solution.  The system offers the ability to perform “Synchronous precursor Selection”.As followsParent ion is selected in MS1 scanIsolated in quadrople  and fragment by ETD in ion trapThen synchronous precursor selection   is performed in ion trap. : multiple MS2 fragment ions are selected and isolated using single trap fill and waveform, shown as red dots. Up to 20 fragments could be isolated simultaneously.Selected MS2 fragment ions are transferred back into HCD cell and HCD MS3 is performedMS3 fragments can be detected in the ion trap or Orbitrap. For reporter based MS3 quantitation, detection is performed in the orbitrap.This approach dramatically increases the signal intensity. The increase in reporter population improves the ratio accuracy (due to counting statistics) and at the same time dramatically boosts sensitivity. This solves the problem with reporters ions losing charge in  ETD reaction as quantitation is done by HCD,  and there is no problem with glycosidic bonds been broken instead of peptides bonds as MS2 scan is ETD.Using this method  we were able  to quantify almost 90% of identified unique TMT6 labeled human serum glycopeptides, enriched by SAX as shown here.Byonic node in PD 2.0 was used for identification and PD 2.0 TMT6 quantitaion method for quantification. PD 2.0 is currently in development and will be released next year
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Why Do We Need to Characterize a Glycan Structure? 

 
 

Sugar sequence (individual monosaccharides) 
 
Branching 
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Localization of possible sulfate or phosphate 
groups 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When characterizing glycan structures, number of different information is sought. Sugar sequence (individual monosaccharides)Branching Linkage between monosaccharide units Localization of possible sulfate or phosphate groups What is OT Fusion offers for glycan analysis- unique HCD MSn workflow
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LC-MS Analysis of 2AB Labeled N-linked Glycans from 
Bovine Fetuin 

 
 

 
New prototype glycan column 
can separate positional and 

linkage isomers 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This workflow can be demonstrated on example of LC-MS analysis of 2AB labeled N-linked glycans from bovine fetuin. Fetuin glycans were separated by new mix mode HILIC column and identified via MSn analysis.
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LC-MSn of 2AB Labeled Bovine Fetuin Glycans 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Though HCD can produce informative fragmentation at the MS2 level, sequential fragmentation can be beneficial for increasing confidence in assignment of glycan structure. Here is an example of how this approach enabled us to assign linkage info to the glycans. The initial MS2 data enabled us to elucidate the structure of shown glycan, as trisialylated triantennary glycan. HCD spectrum confirmed that there was mixture of α2-6 and α2-3 linked sialic acids. But the MS2 spectrum doesn’t help us figure out which antennae has which type of sialic acid.To solve it we need to perform MS3 scan. In the past, acquisition of OT HCD fragmentation was limited to MS2 on commercial mass spectrometers. However, OT Fusion unique architecture and ion transfer paths enables HCD MSn analysis.  The method setup we employed was as follows. Top Speed MS2 acquisition and for each MS2 Top 5 fragments , MS3 spectra were acquired.One of the top 5 fragments in MS2 spectrum was ion at m/z 1352.983. This ion is present due to the loss of single sialic acid and can come from 3 these possible structures as shown.
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LC-MSn of 2AB Labeled Bovine Fetuin Glycans 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The HCD MS3 spectrum for the ion 1352.98  is shown. As you can see peak at 979.323. was detected This is a peak that is generated when you have a loss of the 3-antennae and the chitobiose core. Seeing this peak also indicates that the retained sialic acid is on the 6-antennae. In the MS3 spectra we see another diagnostic fragments coming from the presence of α2-6 linked sialic acids such 306 and 470. No diagnostic fragments for α2-3 linkage are seen. This then conforms that both remaining sialic acids are of α2-6 linkage, and original trisialylated triantennary glycan have 2 sialic acid on 6 antennae and one on 3 antennae.Complete structure characterization was achieved by OT Fusion for this glycan in 2 steps and on LC-MS scale.
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Orbitrap Fusion MS The Game Changer for  
PTM Analysis  

 • Efficient parallelization techniques for faster, more comprehensive data 
acquisition 

• Intelligent precursor prioritization for data-dependent analysis 
significantly improves the results for ETD and DDDT experiments 

• Unique MSn experiments improve characterization and quantitation 

• Drag and drop user interface for easier method development allowing 
you to spend more time on your science and less time optimizing your 
methods.  

More PTMs 

Better 
Localization 

Faster 
Less Effort 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And now Let me summarize what OT Fusion offers for PTM analysisRead the textWhich allows – more PTMs  It’s indeed game changer 
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We want to acknowledge all people who contributed to the development of the orbitrap fusion
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Transform Your Science 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you for joining us today and your attention.
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